approach, brain design is viewed as a solution to an optimization problem, where the wiring cost is minimized for a given network functionality. Wiring optimization has been invoked to explain many aspects of brain design: why the brain is located in the head (Cherniak, the network functionality, leads to the following optimal Much progress in formulating structure-function reladesign problem. For a fixed functionality of the network, tionships has been made by the wiring optimization apas specified by the synaptic connectivity, find the wiring proach, which is rooted in Cajal's laws of economy of design that minimizes the wiring volume. space, time, and matter (Ramó n y Cajal, 1899). In this In this paper, I consider the wiring up of a threedimensional neuronal network inspired by the cortical column. Each neuron is assumed to make a synaptic
volume 30,000 times greater than in reality (R ϭ 3 cm Therefore, if one assumes that cortical function requires versus actual size of 1 mm). This result shows that pointhigh (potential) interconnectivity in a small volume, one to-point axons are insufficient to wire up the all-to-all need not look further to find a reason for the existence connected network in the allotted volume. and total length of axons and spiny dendrites. still significantly greater than the actual size of 1 mm. volume of the network can be readily found by using a Second, as argued in the section on Comparison with scaling estimate. In such an estimate, numerical coeffiExperiment, the functionality of the neuronal network cients of order one are ignored and the results apply may be specified by potential synaptic connectivity betwhen the number of neurons is large. The average length ter than by actual synaptic connectivity (Stepanyants et of each axon scales with the linear dimension of the al., 2002). In turn, the potential connectivity in the cortical network, R, e.g., with the width or height of a cubic column is close to all-to-all (A.B. Stepanyants et al., volume. Each neuron has to send such an axon to every 2003, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). Therefore, to account other neuron, meaning that there are N axons per neufor the cortical column size, I need to explore more ron. Therefore, the wiring length per neuron, l, is given by sophisticated wiring designs. l ‫ف‬ NR.
What is missing here? One answer is that the cortical column is not an all-to-all connected network, but this
Since the brain consists mostly of wiring (about 60% Design II: Branching Axons One redundancy in design I is that the same signal is of the gray matter [Braitenberg and Schü z, 1998 ]), the neuronal network volume can be estimated via the wiring carried from a given neuron along many point-to-point axons that run almost parallel to each other (Figure 2 ). volume. Assuming a fixed axon diameter, d, the wiring volume is given by Introducing axons that synapse on multiple neurons can are not needed to explain the existence and the total The quantitative relationship between neuronal morlengths of the processes in cortical pyramidal neurons. phology and synaptic connectivity is established by the In other parts of the brain, these or some other functional wiring optimization approach. In this approach, the difconstraints may be important. For example, as discussed ferences in neuronal morphology arises naturally beabove, myelinated axons cannot make en passant syncause the wiring optimization problem yields different apses, thus becoming point-to-point axons (design I). solutions for different connectivity requirements. In Also, making synaptic connections between distant those cases, where the wiring optimization problem has neurons requires active signal propagation and, hence, been solved, its solutions are consistent with anatomical the use of axons rather than dendrites (design II). Dedata (see previous paragraph). Therefore, it is likely that tecting mismatches between the wiring optimization the wiring optimization approach will lead to a general predictions and anatomical data will help discover other theory explaining the variability in axonal and dendritic functional and structural constraints on brain design. arbors among different neurons and brain structures. Completing this theory will require solving the wiring Appendix optimization problem for remaining network connectivitHere the volume of long-range interconnections (white ies and comparing solutions with observed neuronal matter) in the global cortical network is estimated. For morphology. Eventually, this general theory will estabthis purpose, each cortical column (rather than each lish a mapping between neuronal shape and synaptic neuron) is treated as a network node. How many neurons connectivity. Such mapping can be used to predict the are there in one column? Assuming that the density of latter from the former. In turn, knowing synaptic connectivity is essential to understand brain function.
neurons among mammalian species scales with the 
